The forced vergence cover test and phoria adaptation.
Phoria adaptation (PA) provides innervation to help maintain the correct vergence posture for binocularly viewing objects. Once fusion is disrupted, such as is required for measuring a (dissociated) phoria, this innervation is slowly depleted. Thus, extended periods of monocular occlusion can be required to dissipate PA and reveal the full extent of the phoria. Two versions of a forced vergence modification of the alternating cover test (CT) have been proposed to rapidly show the full phoria. We evaluated the ability of these forced vergence CTs (FVCT-1 and FVCT-2) to deplete the PA induced by a 15 min adaptation period to base out prism. In both experiments, the CT followed by the FVCT was performed before and after the adaptation period. In Experiment 1 (n = 13), the FVCT-1 was evaluated at 40 cm. Experiment 2 (n = 32) evaluated the FVCT-2 at 4 m. In Experiments 1 and 2, the difference between pre- and post-adaptation CTs showed significant PA occurred during the adaptation period (7.8(Delta), p < 0.0005, and 5.4(Delta), p < 0.0005 respectively). In Experiment 1, the FVCT-1 did not reveal a larger phoria than the CT before (mean difference: 0.4(Delta), p = 0.34) or after (no difference for all subjects) the adaptation period. Thus, the FVCT-1 did not alter PA. In Experiment 2, the FVCT-2 did show a shift in the phoria compared to the CT. However, this shift was found to be equivalent before and after the adaptation period (mean difference in shift: 0.22(Delta), 95% CI: -0.52 to 0.96(Delta)). Thus, the FVCT-2 shifts the phoria a constant amount independent of the amount of PA present. We conclude that neither FVCT's behaviour is dependent on the PA present. Thus, these procedures are unlikely to be effective clinical procedures for revealing the full magnitude of the phoria.